AWNINGS & OUTDOOR BLINDS
Apollo Awnings and Outdoor Blinds add value to your home. They are an attractive, practical and affordable way to extend your outdoor entertainment areas and shade your windows from the elements. Apollo's Awnings can also increase your home's energy efficiency. In summer they prevent sun glare, and block the sun's rays from your windows, helping your home to stay cooler and saving you money on power costs. Reducing the amount of sunlight that enters your home can also help prevent damage to furnishings and floor coverings.

In winter, Apollo Awnings help to cut your heating costs by reducing drafts and retaining warmth.
AUTOMATIC LOCK ARM AWNING

SUITABLE FOR GROUND FLOOR NARROW WALKWAYS

• Keep your home cooler in summer
• Hoods & five sided bottom rail colours
• Gold passivated arms & guides standard (superior to galvanising)
• Optional stainless steel guides & arms available (Additional charge)
• Auto lock in, when the arms are released in a 90° position
• Scalloped, straight or no valance options
• Awning can be fitted close to the window
• Arm sizes available 150mm, 300mm, 450mm, 600mm. 300mm is the most popular arm size giving good sun & heat protection. The 150mm is ideal where the awning is on a walkway giving less chance of someone walking into the arm
• Operated by hand from outside, resists high winds
• Not recommended for cladded, fibro walls or second storey applications
• Available in Canvas, Acrylic, Mesh
FLEXI FIT AUTOMATIC LOCK ARM AWNING

SUITABLE FOR GROUND FLOOR NARROW WALKWAYS

• Operated by hand from outside, resists high winds
• Scalloped, straight or no valance options
• A three-sided head box allows mounting brackets to be positioned anywhere along the width, instead of at the end of the awning (Recommended for cladded & fibro walls)
• Arm sizes available: 150mm, 300mm, 450mm, 600mm, 750mm, 900mm, 1200mm. 300mm is the most popular arm size giving good sun & heat protection. The 150mm is ideal where the awning is on a walkway giving less chance of someone walking into the arm
• Auto lock in, when the arms are released in a 90° position
• Awning can be fitted close to the window
• Similar to standard Automatic Lock Arms but with aluminium arms (Positioned on the bottom rail where required)
• Available in Canvas, Acrylic, Mesh
FLORENTINE AWNING

SUITABLE FOR DOORWAYS AND BALCONIES

- Based on the Convertible Awning
- It has guide rails connected flush to the wall
- Pivot arms can be slid up and down the rails
- Available in Acrylic, Mesh, Canvas

CASEMENT WINDOW AWNING

SUITABLE FOR CASEMENT WINDOWS

- Allows the height necessary for casement window to open outward
- Based on the Convertible style awning
- Double arm system
- Stopped by chain attached to wall
- Then second set of arms extend the awning down past the window
- Available in Acrylic, Mesh, Canvas
CONVERTIBLE AWNING

SUITABLE FOR GROUND FLOOR AND UPPER LEVEL APPLICATIONS

• Hoods are available in a range of colours
• Operated either externally with crank, rope, tape, winch or internally with either tape or winch & motorisation with torque sensing technology
• Scalloped, straight or no valance options
• Standard five sided bottom rail. Incorporated spring-loaded arms
• Optional galvanised stand out arm
• Available in Canvas, Acrylic, Mesh
FLEXIFIT PIVOT ARM AWNING

SUITABLE FOR LOWER AND UPPER LEVELS
- Suitable for window & doors (with slide rails option)
- Versatile awning
- Operated either internally or externally
- Operated by rope, tape cord lock, crank, or motorised options
- A three-sided head box allows mounting brackets to be positioned anywhere along the width, instead of at end of the awning (Recommended for cladded & fibro walls)
- Available with slide rail option this enables you to increase the height of the front rail for head clearance
- Available in Acrylic, Mesh, Canvas
SUITABLE FOR DECKS AND OUTDOOR ENTERTAINING AREAS

• The perfect sun protection, retractable system for decks and outdoor entertaining areas
• Max width up to 16m
• Projection up to 4m
• When not required, the arms retract the fabric back onto the roller and out of the way
• Available as Standard or Semi Cassette which conceals the mechanism inside a headbox when retracted
• Standard operation is by crank (gear operation)
• Motorisation is available and can be linked with optional sun and wind sensors which will extend the Awning when sunny and retract the Awning when wind speed is excessive, giving complete peace of mind.
• Available in Acrylic
FIXED CAFE AWNING

SUITABLE FOR WINDOWS, SHOPFRONTS AND DOORWAYS

- Fixed Cafe Awnings are a fixed-weather protection fabric awning
- Specifications
  - Max width: 6000mm
  - Max Projection: 1559mm with a fabric drop of 1800mm
- Available in Acrylic, Mesh, Canvas
FIXED CANOPY AWNING

SUITABLE FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND SHOPFRONTS

- Decorative awnings
- Great on southern & northern application sun & rain protection
- Dutch canopy back frame height is normally the same size as the projection
- Cupolas projection is usually half the width size
- Business premises stand out from the crowd
- Fixed awning, aluminium rib sub-structure, covered in either fabric or PVC
- Available in Acrylic, Mesh, Canvas
COLORBOND STEEL AWNING

SUITABLE FOR BOTH DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

• Fixed Canopy Steel Awnings provide an attractive low-cost solution to the damage caused by Australia’s harsh climate
• Produced from multi-rib cross-section Tru-steel panels, its rigid strength will provide greater wind resistance & protection against hail & storm damage
• Projections over 1525mm must be supported by posts (max spacing between posts is 1500mm)
• Support arms will be cut at 150mm less than panel size unless otherwise specified. If a greater angle is required, the arms can be adjusted onsite to suit
• Please note Colorbond awnings can only be supplied WITHOUT sides
• Min Width 580mm
• Max Width 6110mm
• Min skin depth 760mm
• Max Projection 1800mm (Arm Mounted)
• Max Projection 2100mm (Post Mounted)
• Maximum area – 8m²
• Panel Increments of 115mm
• Bullnose 150mm

AVAILABLE COLOURS

CAULFIELD GREEN  EBONY  GULL GREY  HERITAGE RED  IRONBARK  MISTGREEN  MOUNTAIN BLUE

OFF WHITE  PEALE TERRACOTTA  SMOOTH CREAM  STONE  THREDBO WHITE  TUSCAN RED  WHEAT
STRAIGHT DROP CRANK AWNING

SUITABLE FOR BALCONIES AND PERGOLAS

- Widths up to 5500mm
- Choice of Crank colours: Ebony or White
- Brackets available in: Ebony, White, Zincalume or stainless steel (surcharge applies)
- Standard bottom bar 50mm tube in pocket
- Specify either, end strap adaptor or strap cut out for bottom rail (You must specify distance in from each end)
- Valance option not available
- Crank handle available in: 1000mm, 1200mm, 1600mm, 1800mm, 2200mm
- Specify reverse or standard roll
- Motorisation available with torque sensing technology
- Available in Acrylic, Mesh, Canvas, PVC
SPRING OPERATED STRAIGHT DROP AWNING

SUITABLE FOR BALCONIES

• Spring operated by hand
• Designed for short drops to hand rails up to 1800mm
• Ideal for balcony situations
• Max width 3500mm
• Snap hook to attach the bottom only
• Can only be recommended if roller & hand rail are level
• Should be cautious of application & who operates the blind (due to being a spring blind)
• Blind has no stops & must be fully up or locked down (45mm gap between rail & bottom)
• Available in Acrylic, Canvas, Mesh
SUITABLE FOR BALCONIES

- Easy to operate using rope with spool to raise & lower
- Standard bottom bar 50mm tube in pocket
- Specify either, end strap adaptor or strap cut out for bottom rail (You must specify distance in from each end)
- Valance option not available
- Specify reverse or standard roll
- Specify bracket type: Universal (rec), Tail, long out, ceiling, reveal fit
- Skin size 125mm smaller than awning width (85mm control size 40mm pin size when using tail, long out & reveal fix)
- Skin size 105mm smaller when using universal bracket & ceiling bracket
- Available in Acrylic, Mesh, Canvas, PVC
SUITABLE FOR BALCONIES

- The only awning that can be used in sloping situations
- Operated by rope only
- It rolls from the bottom up
- Timber battens inserted in a top pocket or sail track inserted into top spline must specify top or face fix for both
- Zips/flaps & sail tracks are additional
  - Available in Acrylic, Mesh, Canvas, PVC
- If zips & flaps are included specify awning size including the flap & state flap size (default is 60mm which is the smallest possible size)
- Must specify 'left', 'right' & 'left & right'
- 2 awnings can be zipped together (Please specify if required)
- Sail tracks must be specified whether fitted face or recess
- Sail track only available in silver
- Zip available in black or white

STRAP ADAPTER OPTIONS

- Strap with standard saddle: Take off 100mm allowance
- Strap with single snap hook & D saddle: Take off 150mm allowance
ZIPTRAK®
OUTDOOR BLINDS

SUITABLE FOR OUTDOOR ENTERTAINING AREAS

Pull down and push up! It’s that EASY to protect yourself from the elements with Ziptrak track guided blind system. Specially designed tracks on both sides of the blind enable the fabric to glide smoothly and easily - stopping anywhere you want! Ziptrak blinds can be secured and locked in the down position to guard against high winds and UV – no zippers or buckles required, it’s that simple. For sun, wind, rain and UV protection, choose the fabric that you need.

• Clear or tinted PVC protects outdoor areas all year round from wind and rain
• Hi-tech solar fabric provides sun and UV protection
• A large range of quality fabrics and materials that guarantee strength and wind resistance
• Manual or motorised operation
• Customised Ziptrak pelmets give added protection and a premium look.

For more detailed information see our Ziptrak brochure.

Additional handle optional;
Lift handle to activate release latches on both sides of the bottom bar. You may also use a pull stick – no need to bend down.

Optional! An additional hand lie on the reverse side of the bottom bar to allow for unlocking your Ziptrak® blind from both sides.
SHOP FRONT AWNING

SUITABLE FOR SHOPFRONTS

- J-hooks hung from shop awning (sizes are: 900mm, 1200mm, 1500mm)
- Raise or lower manually with rope
- Straight, scallop or no valance (if valance required no J-hook positions)
- Customer to check council requirements
- The J-hooks hold the awning in place in the down position
- Company logos / product details can be sign-written (third party quotation)
- Available in Acrylic, Mesh, Canvas
CHANNEL STOP
AWNING

SUITABLE FOR VERANDAHS AND DECKS
• Ideal for verandahs & decks
• Spring-operated top roller & side channels
• May be locked in preset positions
• Side channels available in Thredbo White, Off White, Smooth Cream, Wheat, Ebony & Mill finish (Powder coat additional charge)
• Fabric is not locked into channels
  - can blow out in windy conditions
  - The side channels are there to hold the bottom rail in place & not the fabric.
• 30mm gap above roller to allow blind to be installed or removed from brackets
• Bottom leg may be fitted increasing bottom gap from 20mm to 40mm
• Top notch position may vary depending on the drop
• Available in Acrylic, Canvas, Mesh (not suitable for PVC)
WIRE GUIDE
AWNING

SUITEABLE FOR VERANDAHS AND DECKS

- Widths up to 5500mm
- Anodised aluminium base bar only
- Stainless steel tension wire guides: Close-fitting to move up & down on wire guide
- Can be crank operated or motorised
- Choice of crank colours: Ebony or White
- Brackets available in: Ebony, White, Zincalume or Stainless steel (surcharge applies)
- Crank handle available in: 1000mm, 1200mm, 1600mm, 1800mm, 2200mm
- Standard roll only
- Bottom rail tail down available for crank operated only (please specify)
- Available in Acrylic, Mesh, Canvas, PVC
AWNING OPTIONS AND MOTORISATION

INTERNAL TAPE WINCH
Convertible Awnings and Roller Shutters may be operated internally with the winch.
An external tape winch is also an option.

INTERNAL TAPE LOCK
For the internal operation of Convertible Awnings.

TRACK OPTION
Specially designed tracks on both sides of the awning allows the fabric to glide up and down easily.

RAIN SENSOR
Suitable for Awnings without a steep pitch. An adequate pitch is required to allow rain to run off. A rain sensor automatically retracts the Awnings, preventing water pooling and stretching the fabric.

WIRE GUIDES
Awnings traverse up and down the wire guides to restrict movement. Perfect for Straight Drop Awnings.

MOTION SENSOR
Will detect the motion of the front rail on a Folding Arm Awning in windy conditions and automatically retract the Awning.

SUN & WIND SENSOR
The sun sensor brings the Awning out when the sun hits your windows then takes it back when the sun goes down. While the wind sensor will retract the Awning if the wind is too strong.

MOTORISATION
Apollo’s MaxiSMART™, motorisation hub allows some of our awnings to be operated at the touch of a button, a tap on your mobile device, or simply the sound of your voice, when integrated with the world’s most popular automation devices like Google® Home or Amazon® Alexa®.

Not only can you program your awnings to automatically operate, you can also control them while you’re away from home using your smart device.

AWNING:

SPRING OPERATED
• Automatic Lock Arm
• Flexi Fit Automatic Lock Arm
• Spring Operated Straight Drop

STRAIGHT DROP AWNINGS
• Track Guided
• Straight Drop Batten
• Channel Stop
• Straight Drop Crank operated
• Shop Front Awning
• Straight Drop Roller
• Wire Guide
• Gear Operated

FOLDING ARM AWNINGS
• Titan
• Titan Forte
• Titan Flex
• Millennium Cassette

PIVOT ARM AWNINGS
• Casement Window
• Convertible
• Flexi Fit Pivot Arm
• Florentine
• Gear Operated

FIXED AWNINGS
• Fixed Café
• Fixed Canopy
• Colourbond Steel
**CARE & CLEANING**

Do not expose fabric awnings to extreme weather conditions, they are designed to create shade. They should be rolled up in windy or stormy weather. Keep the fabric clean by brushing both sides with a soft brush. Hosing on a hot day with cold water will minimise the development of algae, mildew and fungi by removing dust and grime.

Do not roll awnings away wet. However if bad weather requires this, roll them back out as soon as possible to prevent mould build up. Do not allow dirt, plant or bird droppings to remain in contact with the fabric. Do not apply detergents, cleaning fluids or insecticides. Occasionally extend awning fully down to even out the material, particularly if the awnings is usually set in the one position. For stains, clean thoroughly with a non abrasive household cleaner (except for PVC) and rinse immediately with clean water and thoroughly dry. For PVC use a diluted solution of mild soap and water. Rinse with clean water and dry with a soft cloth or sponge.

Let Apollo Blinds open your mind to new decorator ideas. Since 1988 Apollo Blinds has focused on delivering the latest in home fashions with consistent reliable service. An Australian owned company with most products still being manufactured in Australia, Apollo Blinds gives you peace of mind – all fabrics and components come with a 2 year warranty (1 year in home) on manufacture and materials. Some materials or components may carry additional manufacturer’s warranty.

**HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY**

Sydney 172 Silverwater Road, (Corner Holker St) Silverwater NSW 2128

**SHOWROOMS**

Sydney 172 Silverwater Road, (Corner Holker St) Silverwater NSW 2128

Melbourne 439 Warrigal Road, Moorabbin VIC 3189

Brisbane Unit 1, 48 Kingston Road, Underwood QLD 4119

Newcastle 414 Pacific Highway, Belmont NSW 2280

Canberra Unit 1, 6 Wiluna Street, Fyshwick ACT 2609

Port Macquarie 6/1 Blackbutt Road, Port Macquarie NSW 2444

Coffs Harbour 3/12 Isles Drive, North Boambee Valley NSW 2450

Wollongong 210 Princes Highway, Albion Park Rail NSW 2527

Tamworth Shop 3, 164 Peel Street, Tamworth NSW 2340

Armidale 171 Rusden Street, Armidale NSW 2350 (Opening Sept 2020)

**MOBILE SHOWROOMS**

Albury, Ballina, Dubbo, Gold Coast, Orange, Snowy Mountains, Sunshine Coast, Wagga Wagga

Call us 132 899 Visit apolloblinds.com.au Email sales@apolloblinds.com.au